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Voter Opposition To Bond
Proposals Is Hinderance To
New Industry Says Haverstock

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, July 10, 1971

Lineups For Oaks'
Best Ball Tourney
Announced By Seale

10.Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 161

Calloway County Fair
Gets Underway Monday

The lineups for the Men's 18hole "best ball" tournament at
the Oaks Country Club Sunday,
July 11„ has been announced by
the tournament chairman, Bill
By M. C. Garrott
more appealing to new industry if Seale.
to
The development of a pattern
our flood control program could Anyone who will not be able
to
urged
is
scheduled
as
play
of consistent voter opposition to
going
is
it
far,
So
way.
get under
notify the tournament chairman
local government and school
no place."
bond proposals has become a
Although the current business or the Club Pro,Ira Story,so that
serious hinderance to efforts to
climate in the area appears to be a suitable replacemetne_nt can be
to
Murray
attract new industry
one of gradual improvement, found for the team.
the
and Calloway County, E. J.
Haverstock pointed out that no The next tournament at
Haverstock, president of the
"explosive type of expansion" is Oaks will be the 36-hole Men's
Chamber of Commerce, told the
being experienced, or can be Medal Play Tournament to be
held on July 31 and August 1.
Murray Rotary Club Thursday.
expected.
better
Vice president and general
Recent and highly complicated Members are urged to sign up at
The 1971 version of the remodeled to provide
manager of the Murray Division
and extremely costly federal the Oaks Pro Shop or to call in the
Calloway County fair will get service to fairgoers.
of The Tappan Company,
legislation with respect to water entry.
underway this Monday, July 12, The KDA District 4-H and FFA
Haverstock went on to say that
and air pollution and oc- The lineups for Sunday's
and will continue through Dairy Show will be held Monday
Murray and Calloway Countians
cupational safety and health also tournament are as follows:
Saturday night, July 17, at the morning at 10 a.m. At 7:30 p.m.
Number One Tee
"must promote the type of
will make this type of expansion
Calloway County fairgrounds, Monday, ceremonies marking
1 p.m.-Roy Cothran, Jerry
programs which reflect conhighly improbably, he said.
three miles north of Murray on the official opening of the fair will
tinued growth and development
As for unemployment in the Upton, Jim Bryan and R. B.
be held followed by the Fair
highway 121.
In the community when these are
county, the Chamber president Morgan.
The fair is under the spon- Queen Beauty Contest at 8 p.m.
a part of our over-all growth
pointed out that in April the 1:07-Bob Brown, Purdom
sorship of the Murray-Calloway Twenty-eight local beauties are
pattern" if prospective industry
E. J. Haverstock
jobless rate in Calloway County Lovett, James Washer and Fred
County Jaycees and the Calloway entered in the queen pageant
.
to County Fair Board.
is to be impressed.
Willard Alb, left, reeentfyirrelealleila aback for ever
which is sponsored by the Sigma
offered to industry at "ac- was 13.2 per cent of the working Pogue.
The Chamber has some good ceptable prices," but emphasized force as compared with the 1:14-J. P. Parker, -Daivd George Harvey, Field Director for the Hose Education Service.
A carnival and midway at- Department of the Murray
Industrial prospects at the that only time will tell whether national average of six per cent. Thompson, Yancy Watkins and The check was for 82 subscriptions to the "Liaten" journal on tractions are scheduled to open Women's Club.
and Gene Housden.
present time," he said, in poin- additional industry can be at- Otherwise, Murray
drug abuse. The Calloway, Murray High, and Calloway Public Monday and many events are The Jersey cattle shows will be
ting out that the local Industrial tracted to Murray. "This is a Calloway County offer good 1:21-Ira Story, Delmar libraries will receive the journal.
planned throughout each day and held at 10 a.m. Tuesday and the
Foundation and the Chamber of highly competitive endeavor," he credentials for the attraction of Brewer, Al Hewett and Billy
Battle of the Bands contest at 7
night of the fair.
Commerce either own or hold said, "and they are looking at a new industry, he said, citing the Morton.
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Chief
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The
options on almost 1,000 acres lot of places."
vast recreational facilities of the 1:28-Mickey Boggess, Thomas
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Report For Two Weeks
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Grasty.
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Wednesday morning at 10 a.m.
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& Nashville Railroad tracks.
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a
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Thursday and Orsa Lia, a wellfor industrial development lies on dliness of the people, the ease of 1:14--K
Bill Seale, and Jim The presentation was made in charged in City Court and 44 of - a motorcycle race track.
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Friday to protest the soring the pageant to raise Besides Stuart, the inflagpole
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James Winnenberg, Louisville said manh areas were without for 75 seconds, causing panic mathematics with her major library copies.
the workshop since its inception
Courier-Journal, July 9; Wheeler food, water and medical help throughout the capital. Police area of interest in art being
In 1969, novelist Mrs. Harriette
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Many Events Planded
For Week-Long Affair

Council Presents
Check To Home
Education Service

DE Workshop
Underway At
University

Earthquakes In
Chile Claim 81

Rebecca Neathamer
Given Scholarship
By Creative Arts

Queen Contestants
Have Swim Party

Autograph Party With
Jesse Stuart Monday

•
•

Death of Louis Armstrong, 71,
Saddens Music World This Week

Williams & Brown
Speakers Sunday

Missiles Fired At Air
Force Jet This Morning

Retreat Planned
For Young People

The Weather

64..

Lone Oak Church To
Have Revival Meet
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Persons Are Fined
In The City Court
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Persons have been charged,
entered pleas of guilty, and been
fined in the City Court of City
Judge William Donald Overbey
in the court session held on
Tuesday, July 6.
Names placed on the permanent court records were as
follows:
Terry Michael Scott, driving
while intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $150.00
SATURDAY-JULY 10, 1971
costs $10.00.
Jerry Dudley Chapman,
disorderly conduct, fined $10.00
costs $10.00.
Freddy Lee Johisçn, unLEDGES•TWOS Ma
necessary noise, fined $10.00
costs $10.00.
Mrs. Vade Crawford,age 91,died yesterday at the home of her
B. Wallis, public
Pat
daughter, Mrs. Humphrey Key, 903 Poplar Street, Murray.
drunkenness, fined $20.00 cost,
reserve
their
in
promotions
received
have
men
Murray
Two
$10.00, sentenced to ten days in
unit, the 439th Civil Affairs Company with headquarters in
jail, suspended seven days in jail.
Paducah. Holmes Ellis received the promotion to Lieutenant
Joe Wilson, public drunkenColonel and James M. Lassiter to major.
ness, twenty days in jail,
Steve West,Clayton Hargrove,Don Johnson,Jimmy Buchanan,
suspended ten days jail sentence.
Lirui Stranak, David Fitts, Burton Young, Eddie Young, Mark
Pat Thor, no operator's licame
Cunningham, Bob Dunn, Steve Sammons, Stan Key, James
and no city sticker, fined $20.00
League
been,narned
Little
to the
Housden, and Daryl Stalls have
costs $10.00.
All-Stars.
Robert Franklin Kirks, no
Mr. and Mrs. Harding Galloway and son, Rex, have been
operator's license, fined $100.00
Ala.
Florence,
children
of
and
and
Don
Mr.
Darnell
Mrs.
visiting
costs $10.00.
CHILE'S GAIN, ANACONDA'S LOSS—This giant open-pit
Toy Williams, unnecessary
operated by Anaconda and Chile is nationnoise, fined $10.00 costs $10.00. copper mine
of July 11. It is near Chuquicamata.
as
alized
Farley, riding
Michael
safety
motorcycle without
helmet, fined $10.00 costs $10.00. IF14+4•••:$4**14•844•*4111.cia•E
LEDGER TIMM& FEU
Tommy Hays Hooks, no
IN
operator's license, fined $10.00
costs $10.00.
•
Deaths reported are Mrs. Albert Farris, age 83, of Browns
no
Lindsey,
Marshall
2,tsal,1 It •
4;\,t, P15'.1
Marriage and retirement
,t`t1_Ej`11,'.\
;14.11,:ax1
Grove and Mrs. William M Yates,age 76,of Wingo,father of Mrs.
fined $10.00
S. V. Foy of Murray.
COLLEGE STATION, Tex. operator's license,
•
They'll do
$10.00.
costs
Coldwater, Dexter, Brooks Chapel, Independence, Palestine,
by
(UPI)-A second marriage
•
for
been
anything
have
persons
Several
County,
Calloway
in
schools
room
and Pleasant Hill, one and two
an older couple can make reother men's gold!
Bazzell and children of Michigan, tirement
more successful, charged and fined for not having
will open July 30, according to Buron Jeffrey, superintendent of
By Mrs. Opbelia Banta
•
Calloway County Schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell and according to a study by a city auto stickers or no state
July 2, 1971
•
City
the
•
son, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Bazzell Texas A&M sociologist of 1(X) inspection stickers in
Miss losetta Morris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Morris, was
•
married to Will Frank Steely, son of Mr. and Mrs. Muncie Steely
Fourth Sunday dinner guests of and children, Mr. and Mrs. marriages among the elderly. Court, but these were not placed
Miss Minnie Bell, university on the permanent court records.
on July Sat the First Baptist Church, Murray.
Mrs. Lillie Bazzell were Mr. and Bobby Barnett and children, and
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Knight on Mrs. Theron Crouch and son, Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Newsome extension specialist for aging,
Five million U.S. students
said the intelligent older woSat. 2:00, 3:45, 5:30
June 23,a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rob Gingles on July 1, a boy to Mr. Steve, Mr. and Mrs. Newell and children.
NlII
oirPot 2:15 4t
Sun. 7:15, 9:00, 10:45
Mrs. Dathel Wilkerson gave man becomes more interesting attending about 77,000 schools
and Mrs. Damon Carson on July 6,a boy to Mr.and Mrs.Dan Fain Bailey„ Mr. and Mrs. Graham
especially with wis- receive free or low-coot
Mon. & Tat 7:45, 9:15
Mon. Tue. 7:30, 9:15
on July 6,a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Joe A.Ross on July 7,and a girl to Rogers and son, Tim, and Errett her son, Fred Wilkerson, Jr., a with yeara,
of
dom, wit and understanding
lunches.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Hale on July 7.
Bazzell. Others called in the birthday dinner on June 26. She
men, so she can expect to be
accompanied her son and family,
evening.
sought as a marriage partner.
Afternoon callers of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilkerson,
the
for
fourth
home
on
son
Jr., and
Mrs. Fred Kirkland
Chalres H. Bazzell and son.
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Ray weekend.
Weekend guests of Mr. and
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christenberry were
Bazzell and children, Mr. and
Highway 79-E (Lake Highway) PARIS, TENNESSEE
Mrs. James H. Cole and children, Mrs. Albert David were his Mrs. Cletie Black, Robert Ward
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Fred daughter and husband and a and children, and Johnny
Kirkland and sons, Mr. and Mrs. couple of their friends from Williams of Detroit, Mich., and
Deaths reported are M. W. Burkeen,age 74, Glenda Faye Scott, Edmond Gamble and daughter, Oklahoma.
Mrs. Sherwood Potts.
At the all new remodeled Skyvue, where only the best is shown.
age 4ks months, M. Chunn,age 90, and Mrs. Marion Dunn,age 72. Vickie, and Mr and Mrs. Roy Third Sunday guests of Mr. and Sympathy to the family of Mrs.
With a crowd estimated conservatively at around 3,000, the Perish.
Wall-to-wall carpet throughout our concession building. First drive-in showing
Mrs. G. L. Bazzell and Donny Ora Adams who passed away
Murray Stockyards opened its first sale giving checks valued at
Weekend guests of Mrs. Algie Patterson were Mr. and Mrs
of the biggest picture of the year, "LOVE STORY", at regular admission ..
$20,119.01 for 905 head of livestock.
Tabers were Mrs. Freed Tucker Wayne Bazzell and daughter. Mrs. Earl Owens is improving
Murray Lions Club officers are S. A. Ruskjer, W. Z. Carter, and daughter, Judy. Mrs. Hattie Afternoon callers were Mr. and at her home after undergoing
Adults 11.25; Children under 12 years, Free. So bring the family to the
Charles Hirt, M. G. Forster, Harold C. Curry, Dewey Ragsdale, Watson was a Monday guest.
Mrs. Rekla Watson, Mrs. Fred surgery at a Paducah Hospital
and Bryan Tolley.
Third Sunday afternoon callers Newsome, an Mr. and Mrs. recently.
Skyvue at Paris, Tenn., one of West Tennessee's finest drive-in theatres.
Fred Wells, Sam Elliott, Dicky Hood, John D. Lovett, and of Mrs. Ophelia Brinell were Mr
Charles Clark of Murray Scout Troop 45 were named honor and Mrs. Tinell Hayden and son
campers for the entire week at Camp Pakentuck.
and granddaughter, and Mrs.
Marriages announced include Miss Geneva Outland to Ray Attie Carter. Friday evening
Brownfield on July 9, Miss Dorothy Bourlatx1 to J. I. Grogan on callers were Mr. and Mrs. JenTONITE thru TUE.
June 30,and Miss Odine Swann to Bobby Reid Grogan on June 27. nings Turner who also visited Mr.
on
Rudy
Barnett
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Carl Hopkins. Fourth
July 1, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Euin Burkeen on June 30, and a girl Sunday afternoon callers were
to Mr.and Mrs. Bill Hamrick on July 7.
Mrs. Charlie F. Arnett and Miss
Tuesday afEdith Duncan.
ternoon callers were Mrs. Hugh
Dowdy and Miss Lois Marine.
Other callers have been Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Bazzell and Mr and
Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on me, the Mrs.James H. Cole and children.
Recent guests of Mr and Mrs.
weeks that I de shall he de also; and greater works than these
Lamb were Mr. and Mrs.
Earl
skill be do; because I go ante my Father -John 14:12.
Inspired by Christ, both great and small men have done Andy Carter and daughters and
granddaughter. The Carters are
glorious things for God.
from Detroit, Mich.

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today
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Coldwater News

JAMES GARNER

•

DOUBLE INC
FEMUR motame

%IVO 0,

Slade

rSKYVUE DRIVE-IN THEATRE

30YearsAgoThisWeek

I

* FIRST DRIVE-IN SHOWING *

* SHOWING FOR 14 BIG NIGHTS *
STARTING JULY 8th thru JULY 21st!!

(4000011;

ou never had a trip like this

151E

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Tabers,
Jr. and daughter have returned
home after a visit with relatives
In our government there are three walls that in Texas.
'Tuesday evening dinner guests
endanger liberty-the stone wall of bureaucracy, the
of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Bazzell
blank wall of official silence and the brass wall.
were Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Joe

-We cannot go on forever merely eating the fruit
of the liberty tree, or it will die. We must begin to
plant some seeds."
—from "Armageddon"

The Almanac
By United Pre s International
Today is Saturday. July 10,
the 191st day of 1971.
The moon is between its full
phase and last quarter.
The morning star are Venus,
Mars and Saturn.
lbe evening stars are Mercury
and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
wider the sign of Cancer.
American painter James
Whistler was born July 10, 1634
On this day in history:
In 1938 American industrialist
Howard Hughes and a crew of
four flew around the world in 91
hours.
Beria,
1953 La vrenti
In
chief of internal
Russian
security forces, was purged on
charges of criminal anti-state
activities.
In 1962 the Telstar satellite
relayed television pictures from
the United States to Europe
while Americans received clear
pictures back from France and
Britain.
In 1970 Red China freed 79ETTA' YOUNG LAI)II.S in ghaker4costumes will wel- year-old Roman Catholic Bishop
come visitors to the 0th Auburn Shaker Festival July 1 3- .lames Edward Walsh after
1 7. The former South Union Shaker Colony is-located near holding him prisoner 12 years.
Auburn. five miles•west of Bowling Green on US-68 &
A thought for today: Physi80. Highlights of the festival will bc tours--conducred daily
Sir William Osier said,
cian
Shaker
p.m.-of
and
historic
buildings
2
and
sites,
a.m.
at 10
the saving virtue
-a drania,each. evening portraying South Union life, 1N7- "Tact I.
which no woman can be
19". a Shaker art exhibit and authentic Shaker meals in without
a success."
•hc Tea Room. built in 1824. (Kalman Papp Photo).
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

All MacGraw • Ryan O'Neal

(THINK OF THE POSSIERLITIES)
Starring
mowed • Flan Storleard •
JUDY BROWN •
lofts Horne • JORIW 5,1 *hitter% by Kenneth Reesman •
Produced end Directed by Lee Boole • Coder by Technicolor
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#1
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NOW SHOWING
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A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

STARTING JULY 25th thru JULY 28th . . .
"VANISHING POINT"
* P-1-U.S *

L

"FIST FULL OF DOLLARS"

I

A

ilt Regular Admission, Children Under 12 years of age Free!
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VACATION SAFETY IS GOOD COMMON SENSE

a

it)
FINS 'N'
FEATHERS

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Boating accidents observe
no holidays; nor do automobile accidents; nor do
any accidents.
Actually, it is during the holiday periods that most
accidents occur, especially on the highways and
waterways.
So, a note of caution and a bit of warning to those
hundreds of thousands who will be boating and
traveling the next few days, or at any time.
There will be some who will not return to their
homes. They'll never again breathe the air of this
BUILD IT, SAIL 1T--Construction is simple for weekead
Es erett, Wash., says be had little difficulty transforming bare
earth, precious, though it may be polluted. They'll
sailors who want to construct their own boats. Larry Mach of
framing left) into finished craft right.
be killed or maimed for life, and carelessness will
play a leading part in this death scroll.
It is evident from past holiday experience that
whatever the cause, tragedy will take over where
By BILL HILL
Today it's the largest fleet in
Building the boat is not the deck near midships
pleasures and joys and rest and surcease were
via a
Copley News Service
Northwest and in another
the
sought. It seems that vacation time now must be
They call them the "poor year •'we'll be the largst on nearly as difficult as it might slot which protrudes up about
seem,
says Math, who admits even with the bulkheads
man's sailor." The boats they the West Coast," boasts Mach
tempered with suffering and death and destruction.
that he was apprehensive at
The all-alike standards of
sail are small and most of them
But the suffering and death and destruction on the
Despite the fact the club has first about tackling the job. "I this craft pit
sailor against
are the products of basement, only 20 boats, •'it's a big club,'
waterways can be lessened. Common sense will go a
found that it was a simple job sailor in competition, rather
garage and back
yard Mach says There are more cutting the
wood for the than boat against boat, as is the
long way in bringing a decrease in water accidents.
manufacturing plants. But the than a dozen boats in condinghy sailor will tell you that struction by would-be fleet framework and shaping the case in the larger keel-type
There are laws and regulations designed to fill in
there's more adventure in ten members and that's where the quarter-inch marine plywood sailboat racing. Sailing ability
where common sense is not present. If these
is what generally separates the
minutes of sailing this small, strength lies according to to fit the frame
regulations are observed there is little doubt that the daggerivard
Its a one-design craft that winners from losers
boat than one can Mach
gets a thorough going over with
FRANKFORT (UP!)--Junic
The windmills travel at about
number of accidents will be reduced.
expect in a week aboard a
Except for color. windrnills a tape measure by
fishing
for white bass is offering
15
miles
an
hour
national
in
a
35-knot
large,
luxurious,
Practically every person who has boated the
keel-type are a look-alike group of boats
rules before it enters com- wind and that's the safety limit the better catches at Kentucky's
National rules for competition petition
waters of Kentucky has observed the following sailing craft
on wind velocity for windmills lakes, the state Department of
The
of hanging are clear-cut None of the boats
flagrant offenders who can do nothing in the long run over theexcitement
One of the features of the to be in open waters
About this time of year fishing
Fish and Wildlife Resources
side to keep the 20-foot can measure more than 1542
always gets tough. So doggone
In racing events the crew reported today.
but bring accidents:
masts out of the water is part of feet in length or have a mast boat that helps keep it erect
tough you can't help wonder: (a)
The late-by-lake rundown:
+ The "showoff" who is determined to steal the this great outdoor adventure more than 20 feet in height since it has no keel, is the usually consists of two people
ciaggerboard — about four feet but for pleasure sailing as
Herrington—White bass good are there really any fish out
show simply by endangering everyone using the for the less affluent with a Rules say they must weigh at in length and 18 inches
wide many as six can be com- in jumps on plunker and fly, there, or (b) have you lost your
desire to
to sail and to least 198 pounds
water. This is the guy who will buzz swimming compete. build,
The board is plunged through fortably seated in the craft
Their numbers are
bluegill good by drifting deep touch? There's one good way to
areas; who'll cut in and out of regular boat traffic; growing every year
'thanks with crickets, clear, stable find out, advise the experts at
You'll find this breed of
Heddon, and that's to hire a good
who'll show his skill at handling a boat to those who
at 83.
Barren—Black bass good by guide.
are watching from the dock and thereby endanger sailing enthusiast haunting
yacht
from Maine to San
casting artificial nightcrawlers You see, a good guide
every boat that attempts to use the harbor. He, Diego,basins
has
Puget Sound to the
at night off points and dropoffs, something few fishermen
perhaps, is the most despicable character on the Florida Keys.
have.
white bass good in jumps, clear, He has a sixth sense that tells
him
No one seems quite sure
waters.
stable at 84.
where fish should be not only
when
the
windmills, as the
+ The operators who allow their boats to be
Nolin —White bass fair and during daily hours but
coincident
dinghies are called. came into
improving in jumps and by with the seasonal changes.
overloaded; who don't require that every passenger popular use,
but their growth in
trolling medium deep runners,
be equipped with a lifejacket; who follow too closely popularity seems to have taken
black bass by trolling deep He knows which creek mouths
in the wake of larger boats. He mostly endangers hold scarcely five years ago
are best during early spring and
banks, clear and stable at 84.
Although there are readythose in his own boat.
Buckhorn—White bass and which are best during "dog days"
built windmills available on the
+ The fellow who wouldn't dare drive his car market in fiber glass
croppie good by still fishing because he fishes them every
.
and wood
„004!"•,.
minnows at night, trout fair year, and remembers.
while under the influence of intoxicants but thinks form as well as ready-cut kits
below dam, clear and stable at
it's a great sport to imbibe while on the wide ex- to be assembled, about 80 per
He looks at your fishing tackle,
RI.
cent of these Saturday sailors
panses of the water. He endangers everyone.
notes the way you handle it, and
Dale
Hollow—Whit
e
bass
fair
chooses your water accordingly.
Boat equipment sometimes is insufficient, and this elect to build their own —from
at night off points on minnows at
the bottom up — using plans
If you're too far off center, he will
can lead to accidents that may involve all traffic in readily available
30 feet and is jumps in early
near almost
the area.
morning, black bass fair by diplomatically advise you as to
any sizable body of water
procedure and lend you lures that
casting
a artificial nightThey
build
Most operators don't know, or are not interested
the craft
will do a better job of catching'
crawlers,
clear and stable at 84.
in, the traffic laws that are enforceable on the lakes primarily to keep the cost
fish than your dog-eared
Ready-built fiber glass
Ctunberland—Upper Section:
and streams. These regulations are designed for down
favorites.
boats cost about $1,100. You can
White bass and croppie fair at
safety and are as enforceable as those applying to build the boat. buy the 119 feet
night on minnows at 30 feet. He wants you to catch fish so
the highway. There's a right way to meet and pass a of sails and accessories for
Lower Lake: Black bass fair by you'll tell others about him.
casting deep runners at night and that's the way he makes his
boat. Certain craft have the right of way and this is about $325
5.
of the fun of sailing is
surface lures in jumps in early living. His pay isn't just for
designed by law and not by the person who has the in 'Half
building your own boat.'
morning, white bass at night on hauling you around, it's for
most nerve.
says Dave Mach. president of
minnows. Below Dam: Trout getting you into fish. And, isn't
For those who ski there also is the right and wrong Windmill Fleet 69. Everett,
fair, lake clear and stable at 84. that why you really go fishing?
way. The boat operator has a responsibility to those Wash.
So, Heddon recommends you try
The fleet was organized five
Kentucky—Black bass fair in
whom he is pulling and also to others who may be years
a good guide, and if he fishes
lower section by casting and fly
ago as a chapter of the
along with you, be glad. A fishing
using the waters. There's lots of room on the larger national windmill or:anization
Fishing, bluegill excellent in area
guide is a better catching guide!
lakes—there's room for all, if hard and fast rules are
if
state
line by fly fishing and
Fishing Notes
still fishing. Below Darn: Catfish
observed.
Purple and blue plastic worms
• Rough River Lake—Bluegill
in cut bait, lake clear and falling
These are but a few of the rules which if observed are providing most of the bass
fair on crickets, black bass by
at
85.
may bring a happier holiday to the boaters, and action on Kentucky Lake. Best
casting artificial nightcrawlers,
Barkley—Black bass fair by clear and stable at 84.
which may all but eliminate these recurring ac- fishing is reported in early
morning and late afternoon along
casting surface lures and jigging
Grayson—Croppie fair at 10
cidents.
the fallen treetops and deeper
artificial
bluegill on crickets at six
feet,
nightcrawlers
,
bluegill
But before the boat gets to the lake, the owner points of the main lake. Scattered
by fly fishing and still fishing, feet, clear and stable, at 83.
must use care:el-se he'll never get there. Operating a catches of crappie are being
),/
11111111111k
bluegill on crickets below dam.
Dewey—Croppie on minnows
car with a boat behind is different from driving a car taken along the old river and
Clear and falling at 84.
at 10 feet around stickups,
unattached. Make allowances for the added weight creek channels at 18 to 25 feet.
bluegill on worms at six feet,
Green River Lake—Bluegill clear
and stable at 87.
and the more cumbersome operations that result Recent "willow-fly" hatches
fair
good
to
by
fishing,
still
black
have produced some good catFishtrap—Bluegill good on
from trailing a boat.
bass by trolling, below dam, worms
ches of white bass in Kentucky
and crickets around
catfish good on nightcrawlers,
Again, it all boils down pretty much to this—use Lake, particularly, at night along
WHERE ELSE should one hoist up a sail??? Steve and Pam Trevathan,
treetops at five feet, black bass
of Murray, used a flagpole

'Poor man's' sailboat inexpensive

-pit
ton- '

Statewide
Fishing
Report

by Jim
H e d don

,:s.
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,
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•

,
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common sense.

the Eggner's Ferry Bridge area to see how large a pole was needed for their spinker sail.
on U. S. Highway 68. At Lake
(Photo by Wilson Woolley

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
COA INC.

WARD - ELKINS
HELP PRESERVi
OUR WILDLIFE.

"PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"
Call Any Time

753-1933

rtilizer
Tear Prescription Carefully a Accurately moo

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

is Your

TAYLOR
MOTORS
atii•POPLAR

Responsibility

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTER"

STANDA,J)

CYPRESS SPRINGS

oI

RESORT

RICHARD ORR
DIST. CO.
1109 Pogue Avenue
Phone 753-4652

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Conservation

)

* Aloes

LIBERTY
Super Market

* Cherokee

•Alumacratt

* Fabuglas
Monark

Bulk Distributor

All Makes of Guns

airrwomaso MAUR0CHRYSLER

clear except extrme head of lake on surface
lures off shallow
is muddy, stable and at 85.
banks, clear and stable at 81.

NA-CHURS

Liquid Fertilizer

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
New Concord. Ky.
Phone 436-54A

MURRAY HOME i AUTO
- GUNS and AMMUNITION —

Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

RIO
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps
CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

fro Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

a•o' SportInT
Murray Ky

?BONI 7118-11711

Hazel Highway

Murray, Kentucry

Phone 753-2571

HELP KEEP
KENTUCKY'S
WATER CLEAN
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The Annie Armstrong Group of
Wednesday, July 14
guest and is to bring a sack lunch
Crawford and Charles D. Tucker.
First Baptist Church VMS
the
The Ladies Day Luncheon will
are
members
Committee
Mrs. Tucker chose to wear for
a potluck supper at six be served at the Oaks Country
Mesdames Ted Billington, Carl will have
tler daughter's wedding a pink
p.m, at the Baptist Student Club at 12:15 p.m. Make reserDan
Dick,
Joe
Bell,
Sam
Oakley,
iouble knit dress with matching
Husbands of the vations by Monday by calling
McKinney, and Joe Hal Spann. Center.
accessories. Mrs. Tobey, mother
be special guests. Peggy Hooks 753-2387 or Cheryl
will
members
U
July
Sunday,
if the groom, was attired in a
The meat, drinks, and bread will Dailey 753-8702. Other hostesses
will
homecoming
annual
The
mint green dress with white
Tuesday, July 11
be furnished and members will
Cemetery withi
Shelton, Janice Compaccessories. Both wore corsages be held at Jeffrey
Circle of the bring salad, vegetable, or are Reva
'nicker
Bessie
The
Rev.
hekl
was
dinner
by
11:30
picnic
am.
at
A family
Boyd, Marilyn McJane
ton,
white miniature carnations. preaching
United Methodist Church dessert.
on Sunday, July 4, at noon at the
William McKinney. ff unable to
Cuiston, Dulcie Douglas, Carolyn
Reception
Jack
Mrs.
with
meet
cemetery WSCS will
home of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Immediately following the attend, mail funds for
at 9:30 The Murray Quota Club will Reagan, Charlene Williams,
T. C. Parrish, Route Bailey, 1741 Olive Street,
Workman on Murray Route One.
meet at the Southside Restaurant Shirley Darnell, Jane Cothran,
aeremony the parents of the bride upkeep to
am.
The delicious potluck dinner
Verna Horning, and Lyndia
at 12 noon.
mtertained with a reception in One, Dexter.
was served on the carport of the
he social hall of the church.
of
chapter
The J. N. Williams
County
• Workman home while Mr. Workof
The Women's Society
The bride's table draped in lace The Murray-Calloway
monthly
its
man's sister, Mrs. Barker
have
will
Club
Shrine
Thursday, July 15
Service of the
United Daughters of the Christian
centered
the
a
with
e'er blue was
-Lockett and family of Bryn
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
gorgeous arrangement of pastel fellowship breakfast at the Confederacy will have a noon Palestine United Methodist
am.
Mawr, Pa.,• were here visiting
luncheon at the home of Miss :lurch will meet at ten a.m. at Order of the Eastern Star will
iummer flowers flanked by blue Holiday Inn at nine
enroute home after a vacation in
Maude Nance. All members are be church. A potluck luncheon meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
crystal
in
holders.
awning tapers
Colorado and other points in the
p.m.
will be served.
urged to attend.
Ivy was garlanded around the
western states.
punch bowl,cake,and the sides of
Barker Lockett gave the inGroup III of the First Baptist Murray Star Chapter No. 433
the table. The three tiered
vocation. The afternoon was
Church V/MS will meet with Mrs. arder of the Eastern Star will
wedding cake added further
there are about 900 specie!,
Spent in conversation, taking
R. M. Dawes at three pm. Note neet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 of seaweed in the Caribbean.
elegance to the table.
pictures, and other activities for
3.1n.
ange in time.
Serving at the reception were
the adults and children.
Monday, July 12
Miss Pat McCann, cousin of the
Those present were Mr. and
bride, Mrs. Gary Yuill and Mrs. Ladies Steak Night will be held
Mrs. Barker Lockett and son,
Robert McCann, aunts of the at the Oaks Country Club at 6:30
Potts
Madison
Stephen, George
bride. They were assisted by p.m. Made reservations noon
and Cindy Potts, all of Bryn
Mrs. Lubie Parrish and Mrs. Saturday with Mrs. B. B.- Hook,
Mawr, Pa.; Mrs. Ron Justice
753-2387, Mrs. Mike Morgan, 753Jewell McCallon.
Jessica of
and daughter,
Blue and white rice bags were 6112, Mrs. Delmer Brewer, 753Madisonville; Mr. and Mrs. Earl
5114, or Mrs. Kenneth Smith, 753distributed to the guests.
Jones of Farmington and their
After the reception the couple 1487.
granddaughter, Miss Beverly
left for a brief wedding trip with
Andrus of Fort Wayne, Ind.; Mr.
the bride choosing for traveling a
and Mrs. Ralph Workman and
blue pant suit with white acdaughter, Robin, of Paris,
cessories.
Hershell
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Tenn.;
The bride is a graduate of
Burton and children, Donna and
County High School,
Calloway
Steve, Mrs. Molly Cochran, Mr.
attended Ezell Beauty School, The Executive Board of the
and Mrs. Paul Spann, Mrs. M. 0.
and has been employed at Quota Club will meet at the
Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Southside Restaurant at 5:34
Evelyn's Beauty Salon.
Workman, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mr. Tobey, also a graduate of p.m.
Workman, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Calloway County High School, is
Doherty, Mrs. Charles Sexton,
now serving in the United States The Mattie Bell Hayes Circle of
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Burkeen,
Coast Guard at Portsmouth, Va., the First United Methodist
Dennis Burkeen, Miss Patsy
Church WSCS will meet at seven
where the bridal couple
Burkeen, Mr. and Mrs. Steve
pin, at the church.
reside.
Sexton, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Rehearsal Disuaer
Workman and sons, Terry and
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Tobey The Murray American Legion
Jerry, Mr. and Mrs. Max WorkGran'lluismo style."GT" power, performance,comfort.
with a rehearsal Post 73 and Auxiliary 73 will hold
entertained
man and children, Russ and
dinner on Thursday,July 1, at
their annual family picnic at the
Economy price. Datsun's all-new Z-Car makes touring
Kelley, and Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Murray City Park at 6:30 p.m.
Workman and children, Lisa
for two a new travel experience.
satin rising high at the waist with The bridal couple presented Meat, bread, and drinks will be
Methodist
United
Kirksey
The
Greg.
and
Overhead cam, 150 HP.Six cylinders,seven main bearings.
Church was the setting for the an A-line silhouette skirt falling gifts to their attendants. Covers furnished by the Legion and
wedding of Miss Laurie Ruth gracefully to the floor. The lovely were laid for members of thi families are asked to bring
Power
front discs. Independent suspension all 'round.
Tucker and Joel Dean Tobey gown was fashioned with full bridal party.
vegetables and desserts and their
Spacious
luxury. The slightly elegant Z-Car-- performance
and
cuffs,
lace
sleeves,
organza
EM3 on Friday, July 2.
own silverware.
makes it fun.
Bobby Joe Sims officiated at self covered buttons, and the lace
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Nesbitt have the double ring ceremony read at collar and cuffs were edged with
Drive a Admin...trn decide.
Tuesday, July 13
returned home after a visit with seven o'clock in the evening. The organza.
of
Women
Young
Baptist
The
finger
was
a
tip
headpiece
Her
their son-in-law and daughter, bride is the eldest daughter of
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Warren Sykes will officiate.
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
hydrangeas and white satin bows Miss Sabrina Ann Tucker, Preceding the ceremony a
sister of the bride, served as program of music will b
marked the family pews.
Miss Betty Smith. organist, maid of honor. She wore a floor presented by Mrs. Oneida White,
Zero Population Growth presented a program of nuptial length blue satin gown designed vocalist, accompanied by Mrs.
(71°C) has 35 chapters in 45 music. Lighting the candles similar to the bride's dress. Her Gail Morris, organist.
states. Under conditions of preceding the ceremony were headpiece was a blue velvet bow
Miss Barrow has chosen her
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man for the groom-elect.
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dropped even lower than death
All friends and relatives of
The bride, given in marriage Frank Berry of Murray served
rates to achieve a stationary
her father, wore a formal as best man for the groom. couple are invited to attend
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were Darrell wedding.
gown of white lace over bridal Groomsmen

Family Picnic Held !Miss Laurie Ruth Tucker Becomes Bride
Sunday At Home Of Of Joel Dean Tobey EM3 In Ceremony At
Mr., Mrs. Workman The Kirksey United Methodist Church
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Mrs.Sanders Miller opened her
lome for the general meting of
:he Women's Society of Christian
iervice of the Hazel United
Methodist Church held on
Tuesday. July 6, at seven-thirty
fclock in the evening.
The president, Mrs
Newport, opened the meeting
Di prayer.
Mrs. John McCullough gave the
evotion with the scripture
frorn the third chapter of
latians. Mrs. Olga Freeman
the minutes.
An interesting report on the
"Red Bird Mission in Southeast
tucky" was presented by
s. Ray Cotham
During the social hour, Mrs.
Wer served refreshments to the
hirteen members and three
tors.
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Carl Todd Honored
At Birthday Dinner
Carl Todd was honored with a
dinner in celebration of his birthday on Saturday. July 3, at the
City Park.
Present for the fellowship were
Carl Todd and Mrs. Katie Simmons of Murray, Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Aucy and children and
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy McKenzie
and daughter, Retina, all of St.
Louis, Mo., who were here for the
holiday weekend with their
mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Simmons.
Mrs. Simmons said her
brother, William Todd of Boa ling
Green, also celebrated his 82nd
birthday on July 4.
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THE MYSTERIOUS MIND

By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service
Premonitions are the most
common of the supernormal
phenomena puzzling man.
On record are countless
instances of prevision, sometimes foretelling events in vivid
detail, frequently forewarning
of tragedy and disaster.
Well-known examples include not only the prophecies of
the Bible and other ancient
chronicles, they reach up to
modern times with such predictions as those of Jeane Dixon foretelling the assassination
of John Kennedy. A century
earlier, President Abraham
Lincoln dreamed of his own assassination.
Many more cases, less widely known, have nevertheless
been authenticated by bona
fide investigators.
No organized scientific study
of the subject had been made
before 1882, when a group of
scientists formed the British
Society for Psychical Research. A similar American society was founded in 1906.
Strange incidents, for which no
explanation based on known
physical laws can be found,
have been investigated and
regularly reported in the proceeclings of both bodies.
With the growth of scientific
interest in parapsychology,
other investigative groups have
• been formed, and have re, ported similar inexplicable
phenomena.
Dr. S. G. Soal, a London University mathematician, was
testing for telepathy by having
subjects try to name cards that
were turned over by a person in
another room.
Examining the scores later,
he noted that some subjects
had repeatedly named the card
• ahead - indicating precognition rather than telepathy.
Similar peculiarities have
been noted during experiments
conducted by Dr. J. B. Rhine,
who piotieered parapsychological research at Duke University, Durham, N.C.
Several case histories of
premonition or extrasensory
perception (ESP) have been
related by his wife, Dr. Louisa
Rhine in a book called "Hidden
Channels of the Mind."
"These experiences are not
mainly concerned with the
fates of peoples, of governments, wars and rumors of
wars," she stated,"but instead
have to do with the ordinary doings of ordinary people. They
require no labored interpretations, they are predominantly
realistic, true to small detail."
One case, outstanding because it indicates that a prediction can help to avert tragedy,
concerned a woman in Washington state. She dreamed that
a chandelier had fallen and
crushed her baby in its crib. In
her dream the wind was blowing, rain was lashing against
the window, and the clock
showed the time as 4:35 a.m.
She awoke terrified and ran
to her baby's room. It was
sleeping soundly. The moon
was shining and the weather
seemed calm. Nevertheless,
she picked the baby up and took
it back into her own bed. She
told her dream to her husband,
and they went back to sleep.
Two hour*, later they were
awakened by a crash. They
went to the baby's room and
found the chandelier had fallen
and smashed the crib. The wind
was blowing, rain was pounding against the window, and the
clock's hands stood at 4:35 a.m.
Previsionary dreams seem
particularly common.
Some people say they rarely
dream, if ever.

ceeded in shaping the dreams
of sleeping subjects by displaying pictures in remote
locations.
Brain waves of the sleepers
are monitored to determine
when they are dreaming. When
this is established, an isolated
agent or "sender" is directed to
concentrate on a randomly selected picture, to see if the
image can be transmitted via
ESP to the sleepers. Then the
sleepers are awakened and
asked to describe their dreams.
Dr. Montague Ullman, the
center's director of psychitary,
claims that the dream descriptions frequently bear striking
relationship to the pictures.
An attempt to explain the
ability of people to step forward
in time was made by a British
scientist, J. W. Dunne, author
af "An Experiment with

Vivid parts of a dream are
most likely to be remembered,
or one's dream may be
"broken" by some happening
during the day that recalls it to
mind.This may or may not be a
case of prevision.
One "sleep" laboratory
where considerable research
on the subject has been carried
out is at Maimonides Medical
Center, Brooklyn, N.Y. While
no • scientific case has been
made as yet for the power of
premonitions to foretell the future. experimenters have suc-
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OHIO'S ACTION LOWERS VOTING AGE-Making Ohio
the 38th state to ratify the 26th amendment to the U.S.
Constitution, which lowers the minimum voting age to
18 for all elections, Ohio Senate President Pro Tem
Theodore M. Gray, R-Piqua, signs the resolution at the
capitol in Columbus. Pointing happily is the sponsor,
Sen. Stanley J. Aroneff, R -Cincinnati. At right is Senate Minority Leader Anthony 0. Calabrese, D-Cleveland.
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Scientists who have investigated the mechanics of sleep
believe it would be nearer the
truth to say dreaming forms a
regular, natural part of everyone's sleep, but that the dreams
are largely forgotten on
awakening.

totift-i

He became interested in the
V6r
.

the relaxed state of sleep, coma
travel back and forth, peeping
into the future as well as reviewing the past.
Research over the years indicates that about 10 per cent of
the adult population has penetrated the future, but J. Gaither
Pratt, in his study, "Parapsychology," thinks that figure
may be too low. He suggests it
is more likely that there are as
many people who have had
such experiences as there are,
say, lefthanded persons.
Denmark for conventions
COPENHAGEN (UPI) For the find time, the Danish
fourist Board is plugging
Denmark
abroad
as
a
convention center. Deputy
director Joergen Helweg said
the board has sent a promotion
file to leading international
promotors of conventions. The
file contains a comprehensive
catalogue, in the form of a
map, showing hotels, other
facilities, technical aids and
entertainment.

the same placard that he had
seen in his dream.
The reported number of
In a cirearn he saw a newscasualties, though it was slightper placard telling of a
ly inaccurate, was the same as
Tolcanic eruption on the island
he had seen in his dream - inof Martinique, West Indies, and
dicating that his prevision was
giving the number of casualnot of the disaster itself, but of
ties. The catastrophe occurred
the news of it proclaimed on the
two days later and Dunne SSW
placard.
He trained himself to recall
and record his dreams immediately on waking,and persuaded
a number of colleagues and
friends to do the same. They
found that with habit they could
recall the whole of their
dreams without effort each
morning. More remarkable, a
large number of the dreams
were said to contain predictions that later were fulfilled.
Anybody who took the same
• trouble to record his dreams
regularly over a period of
weeks or months would probably come up with the same
findings, Dunne believed. It
would become evident to them,
he said, that their dreams contained incidents from the future as well as the past inter- 'Down East' in Hawaii There's
mingled in a seeming jumble of a touch of New England in the
heart of Honolulu.
nonsense.
The oldest frame house in
Dunne evolved a complicated
'-,
44Y
theory which pictured time as a Hawaii, still standing, was erecdimension along which the sub- ted by New England missionar1821 with lumber
conscious mind, particularly In ies in
brought around Cape Horn.

Premonitions are most
common phenomena
Editor's Note: This is the last
of four articles on psychic phenomena.
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iubject after a strange perional experience.
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a 100 per cent Textured Polyester Crepe
* Durable Press, Machine Washable
* First Quality, Full bolts
a Nationally Advertised at 62.99 yd.
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a All New Fall Colors and Patterns
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MILL-ENDS & SAMPLES
OF FAMOUS "KLOPMAN"
DACRON & COTTON

ARNEL JERSEY
PRINTS

•65 per cent Dacron & 35 per cent
Cotton
Poplin
• All new Fall colors, 45" wide
a Machine Washable, Perma-Pressed
* If on bolts would sell for $2.25 yd.
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BRAY, KENTUCKY
DEAR FRISCO: Yes Especially if you think you know.

minister when they need his help. How can she be told slie
should do the book work at her own home? It would be much
better for the pastor's reputation, and it would at least give
A FRIEND
some others a chance.
DEAR FRIEND: I doubt that anyone who seeds the
minister's help would be discouraged from seeking it because
the bookkeeper was under the same root. Are you honestly
concerned about the minister's reputation? Or is it "the
others" who aren't getting a chance?

DEAR ABBY: There is a young married woman [she is
of a
also a mother] who I feel is damaging the reputation
fine young bachelor minister in our community
This woman goes to his house daily to do his house
cleaning, and she stays most of the afternoon to do the
bookkeeping for the parish. I know this minister is above
doing anything wrong, but you know how people talk.
This woman's staying around to work on the books
makes it difficuk for anyone else to come and talk with the

SCOTT DRUG
Street
WILL firiki EstnitESUNDAY

DEAR ABBY: What do you think of parents who allow
their children to ask guests for money?
While visiting recently, my host's 3-year-old toddled out
with her piggy bank and requested a donation. When I said I
had no pennies, she peered into my open purse and said.
"OK. then give me a dime or a quarter."
Chicken-hearted, I gave her some change while her
parents smiled indulgently, and the mother said, "Isn't that
cute? She always does that when we have company."
Abby, I like youngsters, but I disapprove of their
begging. Or am I just an old fogey?
IRRITATED IN ANAHEIM
DEAR IRRITATED: I'm with you. Too bad you are so
chicken-hearted because you aren't helping the child by
complaining to me. Her parents should be straightened out.

DEAR ABBY: Don't you think it is extremely rude to
40-year-old bachelor why he has newer married?
FRISCO

....,:....7..zz.,.. . -.-

As

7
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i

What's yew problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
MAW For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
eavelope.
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SLUGGO—YOU OUGHT
TO DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THESE TWO
MoUSE

SUPPLIES; 15
finishing, pri
753-9162 after 7:

1.

DEAR ABBY: I've been having a real battle with
myself. I've been married for 10 years, have had two babies
and I have completely lost my figure. My bosom is so flat
and saggy I just hate to look at myself in the mirror.
My husband hasn't shown any signs of being dissatisfied
with me the way I am, but what man wouldn't appreciate a
round, firm, fully-packed wife? [I never was very big up
there, but now I don't have a thing.
I know a good plastic surgeon who does silicone implants
and I would like to have it done. Should I surprise my
husband and have the operation when he is out of town on
one of his business trips? [He's gone for five days every six
weeks.) I have my own money.
FLAT AND TEMPTED

GAS DRYER,
635.00. Off
draperies, size
new, sell for
bicycle,$8.00. Go
$15.00. Phone 7
LARGEST VA
in Kentucky.
prices. Country
Army Surplus
from Hopkinsvill
117 & 164. Open S
p.m.

DEAR FLAT: Don't -surprise" your husband. Better
yet, take him to the surgeon so he will know exactly what is
Involved. Many surgeons refuse to perform that type of
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corporate proimprovement
'Is in the 14.1 quarter of the
ear and early 1972 is predicted
Walston di Co. The company
ieves this "augurs well" for
stock market and adds the
arket at current levels is
lling "at less than 16 times
the $56458 estimated 1971 Dow
earnings." Walston, therefore,
eel's there is considerable
room for "upward expansion in
both earnings and the price
multiple."
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James stewart
"Harvey" again, this tiro,.
Hallmark }Lill of Fano: sp., 4..1
on NBC early in 1972.
playing the Elwood I'. 11,,w.1
role as a replacement for Fr.11,1.
Fay during the original 14..4,1
way run of Mary Chase'- I..,
able play in the 1940', H.
Marred in the 1950 film s.
Mini, which has hail ounirt..,.
video outing), in recent
He was in the Broadway ri's is
with Helen Hayes in 19711

1970 HONDA 450
mileage, good
plete with helm
Phone 753-4115 af
J1OC

FREEZERS—NE
chest, $224.00 deli
upright $224.6
Montgomery Wa
1966.

GLASTRON 14'-2
H.P. electric Jo
tanks, ski belt, s
trailer. Three w
Sell!! Phone 753-63

There is broad fear among
investors "that the government's money managers are
simply incompetent, that these
men have clumsily set in
motion a cyclical business
recession they cannot control
and tha as a result of ill-timed
monetary stringency they have
now even lost control over the
rate at which they must
Increase the money supply,"
Hoppin, Watson & Co. believes.
But the firm says "galloping
Inflation" argues against a
stock market drop because
sooner or later the rapidly
increasing number of dollars
"find their way into the stock
market, if the past is any
guide."

The planet Saturn is
75,000 miles in diamet,r

SIX ARC & FI
Irish Setter pups
with 15 champio
Phone 753-4881.

chest, $224.40 deli
upright $244.
Montgomery War
1966.

Buying by pension funds and
investment trusts, expected in
early July, may "spark the
beginning of a belated summer
rally," Reynolds & Co. believes.
However, the company says
more "price rebuilding consolidation" is needed and adds that
the likelihood of extremely
favorable news appearing over
the near term is "improbable."

CLIP SAVE
CENTRAL

04-i,WAL—WNEN
TRAVELS CillOOKED
MIPLIES STYLI& — vo'
GOTTA PUT UP \‘,/iF
TNESE
IN-CORN-VEEN-YUNCES!!

"The risk if the market going
ough a sustained decline is
ctually greater now than it
was back in late 1968, when the
present primary bear market
first began," according to the
Holt Investment Advisory. The
irm urges investors to take
advantage of the current
emporary strength to "lighten
up" because it believes "it is
absolutely essential for prudent
investors to limit their equity
position "

ORM FIPIIMS AUGUST It Ivy
,
Pt"NC
"
PIP

10x55 MONAR
funished, c
and air conditi
miles from ca
6569.
NO regret, the
cle:
Lustre
beautifully.
shampooer $1. Bi

TWO GARAGE d
9 foot wide, compl
and all hardware,
garage door, 7 f
wide, $18.00 with
barn door, 18 feet
feet 6 inches ta
$17.50. New wood
sizes, 81.50 each.
.51.00 each. King
King, phone 753-381

Dallas F. Billington

YOU WILL never
change will take p
Blue Lustre on
Rent a new sham
Western Auto, H
Wishing Well."
LEAVING STATE
Winner Tiki boat,
board, 80 M.P.
engine, new top,
hours. One year o
more portable
Large wooded lo
Oaks Country Club
or sale—water fro
Panorama Shores
5899.

11'4 S.
Whiterrock. Wyan
pullets. Hubert
miles south Sedali
8563.
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7.1111,77.119S
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

10x55 MONARCH Mobile home, ,FLAKE ICE machine, like new. THREE
ROOM
furnished
furnished, carpeted, has washer 600 lb. per day capacity. All 'apartment. Electric heat, airand air conditioner, city gas, 2 stainless steel cabinet. Phone 753- conditioned, excellent location.
miles from campus. Phone 753- 5421 after 5:00 p.m.
J12C Near University. Private.
6569.
TFC
Married couple, no pets. Phone
J10C
NO regret, the best yet; Blue GAS TROLLING motor, $35.00. 753-1589.
Lustre
cleans
carpets Used refrigerator, $30.00. Rug JEW TWO bedroom duplex
beautifully. Rent
electric weaving loom, $20.00. Phone 753- apartment. Central heat and air,
J12C
shampooer $1. Big K.
J1OC 4684.
t, $130.00 per month. Phone
753-7850.
TFC
CARPETS, PLUSH pile, gold,
SUPPLIES; 15 gallons of floor one 12'x15', one 9'x10' with
deluxe
finishing, priced to sell. Phone foam padding. Almost new. LARGE ROOMS with recreation
area. Country Estate. Phone 436753-9162 after 7:00 p.m.
TFC Phone 753-6495.
J12C
July29C
2173.
SLABS SE SAWDUST. W. M.
USED
STOVE
and
refrigerator.
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear,
If interested phone 753-3184. J16C PLENTY TRAILER spase;
Tenn.
TFC
beautiful, quiet living. Highway
GAS DRYER, perfect condition, APARTMENT SIZE stove, No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
$35.00. Off white custom electric. Phone 753-3069.
J13C No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
Murray, Kentucky.
August2C
draperies, size 120"x72", $80.00
new, sell for $30.00. Child's 16" NEW AND used tractor tires.
bicycle,$8.00. Golf clubs and bag, Tractor flats repaired. Speedy BODY OR CLEAN up shop.
$15.00. Phone 753-8459.
J1ONC service. Vinson Tractor Co. Large, convenient. Phone 435Phone 753-4892.
J13P
1TC 5975.

NOTICE
"APPLICATIONS ARE being
received for a Nurse Aide class
starting in July. Please apply in
Nursing Office". MurrayCalloway County Hospital. J10C

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR BALE
THREE BEDROOM home, on 3
acres, basement, air conditioned,
full) carpeted, stove, dish
washer, 10 miles east of Murray
on Highway 94. Phone 4742329
J13C

HOUSE FOR SALE
BY OWNER

Waste treatment
system for ho,me

offer security to municipal sysBy DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
tems in the event of central
NEW
YORK
(UPI)
-There
I WILL not be responsible for
plant failure.
is, in an attractive residential
debts other than my own. Billy NEW THREE bedroom home
Advantages
with bath, overlooking Kentucky
development in Parkville, MisWinchester, Route 5
souri, a rather unusual house.
Callaghan said new on-site
Murray.
J13P Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
Just 20 feet from its nearest units offer many advantages
some finish work yet to be done,
neighbor, the house looks like over traditional septic tank sysincludes boat ramp and beach
any of the others with a garage, tems. They can be used, for
area privileges, 67,850. Call Mrs.
NOTICE
lawn, a lampost and mailbox example, in areas having no
Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, Kenout front.
Rut the garage municipal sewer systems and
If you do not receive your tucky.
TFC
BY OWNER; 3 bedroom stone houses service
vehicles; the where soil absorption characPaper by six p.m. call 753mail teristics prevent the use of sep9269 between 6:00 and 6:30 SMALL FARM; good location; veneer house. 2 full baths, car- mailbox receives junk
peted, built-in appliances, double only, and the interior is a shell. tic tanks.
p.m.
business or future investment.
carport. 150'x256' wooded lot. The house is occupied only by
They are so compact, he
One mile East Murray, ap- Near
schools. A real bargain. waste treatment service tanks said, that a single-family home
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- proximately 10 acres pasture. Shelton Bowen,753-3802.
J13P in the basement, processing the unit can easily be located in,.
sewage of all homes in the basement, saving the costIta,,
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
development.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
extensive excavation associate'
140 ACRE FARM, 71
/
2 miles
appointment call 436Such individual on-site pol- with a septic tank. Becauk
mington, Kentucky.
A5C 'For
TFC North East of Murray. Two ution control systems are avail- these units treat effluent witk
2173.
....frame houses, running water. able now for
single-family air instead of bacteria, the*
H & R USED Furniture Store will
LOVELY FIVE bedroom home, Phone 753-4579 after 5:00p.m.
homes, apartment buildings emit little or no odor, he sant
be
open
six
days
a
week
from full basement, large corner lot, J13P
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols PENTA TREATED lumber. UNFURNISHED APARTMENT;
and developments, commercial
Single-home systems hae4
In Kentucky. No increase in Resistant to rot and termites. two bedroom duplex, central heat 10:00 till 6:00. Lots of nice used 75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
offices and shopping centers. been functioning for so*
furniture,
glassware
prices. Country Boy Stores, the Ideal for boat docks
and
anand
air,
carpet,
range
furnished.
Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone BY OWNER: 3 bedroom brick
"Their use could do much time in several areas wherit
and any
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles weather exposed uses. Murray Couples or couple with one child. tiques. Come and brown nose 753-4178.
TFC house. Living room, large to alleviate the problem of various sewage treatment pro.
around.
We have lots of good
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. Lumber Co., Maple Street, Available August 1st. Phone 753paneled family room, all built-in overloaded municipal waste blems exist, including Houstooi
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 Murray,Kentucky.
TFC stuff. Phone 753-6676, home phone
1TC 8067.
kitchen,
2 baths, large carport treatment plants and remove Texas; Vancouver, British
753-4716.
J10C
p.m.
Aug30C
with storage area, central heat one of the major impediments lumbia; and Aspen, Coloracl
NEW HEAVY duty cutters with HOUSE: 1002 Walnut Street.
European
countries
w.
and air, all draperies stay. Within to continued commercial and
OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss
residential development in the serious pollution control proheavy duty gear box, stump Three large bedrooms, large
walking
distance
of
Robert,son
1970 MODEL MOBILE Home,
guaranteed or your money back.
living
room,
nation-at
kitchen
and
dining
tacking
both
our pol- blems-particularly Germs/flit
jumper and solid tail wheel. Will
Elementary, new high school and
12'x60', like new. Located at
Phone Shapemakers,753lution and housing crises,"says and Switzerland-have
beim+
cut up to four inch bush. Five foot area. Available now. Contact
University.
See
at
1607
Loch
2962.
Paradise Trailer Park, 5 miles
William D. Callaghan, Jr.
July136
using the units successfully fivi
pick-up, $325.00. Also four and Hayden Rickman, 753-3242 days
Lomond
Drive.
Phone
753-5367
for
North of Cadiz. Owner Bobby
Callaghan is president of some time, Callaghan said.
BY OWNER:
HELP WANTED
five foot pull type models One or 753-5450 after 7:00 p.m. J12.NC
appointment.
J13C Pioneer Western Corp., a naHyde,phone 522-6821,
J17P and two
The more advanced unifat
row new and used three
tional financial services organ- he said, treat effluent wi
Two bedroom home,
LARGE THREE bedroom house; WANTED: WAITRESS at
i.ra
t
point cultivators. Vinson Tra
ization
whose
major subsidiar- ozone instead of chlorine,
large living room, kitchen and Gallimore's Cafe, Hazel, Kenelectric heat, running
SIX ARC & FIELD registered Company,753-4892.
1TC
ies are Western Reserve Life
ling almost 100 per cent US
utility room; living room and one tucky. Phone 492-9785.
J1OC
water with 18 acres of
Irish Setter pups of top quality
Assurance Co., and the inanar- harmful bacteria without *with 15 champions on pedigree ADORABLE BEAGLE puppies. bedroom are carpeted. Air
land. Located only 4
ment company for the Boston- threat of chemical damage if)
.conditioned. Phone 753-3695. J12C FEMALE HELP Wanted, 30-40
Phone 753-4881.
J13C Will make good pets or hunting
based Pioneer family of mutual plant or animal life in rivers:
South
of
miles
FRANKFORT,
Ky.-Gov. funds.
age group. Local retail store. Full
dogs. Phone 435-4725.
J1
Holiday Inn.
and streams.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished time employment. Only ones that
Louie B. Nunn recently anA few months ago, in proLarger units also are belt%
1970 HONDA 450 Scrambler, low
duplex
apartment,
airnounced
that
Kentucky
needs
has
been
to
work
apply.
Send
posals made to then Interior developed, such as that serving
mileage, good condition. Com- HACICENY PONY mare and conditioning and carpeting. resume
For
Information
Phone
awarded
a
$471,125
com- Secretary Walker Hickel and to the Parkville development.
to P.O. Box 32K, Murray,
plete with helmets and back rest. saddle. 5 years old, bay. $100.00. $95.00 per month. See John Ed Kentucky.
prehensive planning grant from insurance executive* at the anJ10C
Phone 753-3616.
1TC
Callaghan said two problems
Phone 753-4115 after 6:00 p.m.
753-7201
Johnson, 1106 Fairlane
the Department of Housing and nual meeting of the American
hindering more extensive
are
J10C
TFC HOMEWORKERS
Urban Development.
Life Convention, Callaghan ad- use bf on-site systems. "First,
CHILD'S SWING set, excellent Drive.
WANTED:
FREEZERS-NEW El cu. It. condition. Used Zenith portable
part-tune, full-tune work at home THREE BEDROOM farm home, The grant, to be administered vocated that major life insur- they we new; not enough operFURNISHED TWO bedroom
through the Kentucky Program ance companies take the lead
ating experience has been acchest, $224.40 delivered, 21 Cu. ft. Television. Phone 753-3870 or 753mailing our circulars. For details 21
/
2 miles West of Kirksey on new
apartment, large living room, rush
cumulated to prove their efupright $244.66 delivered, 6392.
J13C
self-addressed, stamped gravel road, just off the Development Office (KPD0), in the battle against air and
kitchen
and
bath.
water pollution by refusing cap- fectiveness to more conservdAir- envelope and 3ac
Montgomery Ward, 510 Main 753to US En- packusburg Road. Phone 489- allows for the continuation and
conditioned. All utilities paid. terprises,
expansion of Kentucky's State ital expansion loans to compan- five county and state health
1966.
TFC 1966 LONE STAR 14' run-a-bout
P.O. Box 813-A7, 2627
July10C Planning Program
J12C Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
officials.
including ies which do not incorporate
boat, 45 H.P. Scott McCullough, Phone 753-3143.
"The other problem is cost:.
Regional District Planning and pollution control systems in
REGISTERED ANGUS bulls, 11 electric start engine, with trailer
MOVING
sacrifice
corner
MUST
new buildings and plants.
who's going to pay for thi
months old. Phona4346111. 410C and all equipment. Will sell today UNFURNISHED APARTMENT; CARPENTERS HELPER: all jou 404 and 405 in Pine Bluff Local Planning Assistance.
"Until now," Callaghan
plant? Putting one in a horilA
at sacrifice. Phone 753-7423. May 2 bedrooms. Middle aged couple work inside, lull or part time !Shores. $695.00 buys them both. %wine programs falling under
said, "the problem of pollufiim, can raise the sales price 'Imo&
preferred.
Phone
753-748e..
J12C
planning
the
include
grant
local,
753-7550.
Phone
1970 YAMAHA, 80 cc, with be seen at 515 Vilitriell.
ITC
-MCI Phone 436-5862.
J10C
has been attacked from the top $1,000. Neither the buildit
regional, and state planning
.vehnet. Phone 753-7705.
J10C
down. For fiscal 1971 alone, nor the buyer wants this exTWO
BEbROOM
trailer.
AirSERVICES OFFERED
WANTED; EXPERIENCED DUPLEX, LARGE 3 bedroom assistance,advisory services and the federal government has appense."
conditioned, nice shady lawn.
-MATCHING COUCH and chair.
short order cook, evening shift, units, carpet, central heat and program information.
propriated more than $1.12
Callaghan said he believes
dreen floral. phone Thum.Jur CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back One mile from city. Phone 753- 6:00 till 11:00. $1.75 per hour
Joseph
Gray,
M.
KPDO
adbillion for water pollution con- enabling legislation at federal
air, monthly,income $310. Phone
J12P Apply in person to Kentucky
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- 5109.
ministrator,
explained
trol
in
the
form of matching
753-6202 or 753-3648.
J12C
..,
"statewide comprehensive grants to municipalities zeeking and state levels could solve
July29C
FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. ft. 5933.
Lake Lodge, Aurora, Kenthis problem.
THREE
ROOM
furnished
planning
assistance
activities
„filhest, $224.00 delivered, 21 cu. ft.
to expand already overloaded
tucky.
J12C FOUR BEDROOM brick in
"If builders of new homes,
apartment
with
bath.
Days
call
upright $224.65 delivered,INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
Sherwood Forest. Three baths, will center around efforts to sewage plants.
apartments and commercial
753-6676
or
nights
753-4716.
J15C
"At the local government buildings, and present
large fully equipped kitchen with increase the effectiveness and
Montgomery Ward, 510 Main 753- painting, experienced. By conowners
WANTED EXPERIENCED
1966.
breakfast area, seperate dining efficiency of state government level, the action to curb pol- of existing structures could
TFC tract or hour. Phone 489waitress for part time work, must
UNFURNISHED,
FIVE-room
lution
activities
2287.
sometimes
and
coordinate state
J1OP
has been dras- deduct the cost of purchase
room, family room with fire
down stairs apartment, gas heat, be free to work evenings, and place,study or 5th bedroom,2
1971 JOHNSON 60 H.P. outboard
and installation of these units
car and federal agency planning and tic, including moratoriums on
week
ends.
Apply
Colonial
House
8th and Vine, stove and
motor. Phone 753-6600.
garage, Redwood Deck. Quality programming activities. But the new residential and commercial
from
J10C 00ZER WORK; back hoe ser.
their taxes, many more
vice; septic tank cleaning; septic refrigerator optional. $65 mon- Srnorgarbord. No phone calls construction includes central air ultimate goal is to assist com- construction. Some commun- would utilize them," he said.
please.
TFC
ities
with
thly.
753-9293.
Call
mushrooming
J12C
develMAGNUS CHORD organ, like tank installation. Gene Steely, 901
Callaghan believes further
and heat, duel pane windows munities in obtaining needed
development and testing of
new. Also Norge dryer. Phone Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753-rthru-out, concrete driveway and facilities and services. It is our opment have been unable to
cope
AUTOS FOR SALE
with the tremendous in- these systems are certain
July17C THREE-ROOM apartment for
753-4921.
to
walks, Large corner lot. Three job to provide the necessary
J10C 7850.
fall semester, bath, air con- 1968 JAVELIN,air, power, 16,000 minutes to new high
increase in effluent volume re- prove tha:r worth in pollution
school, five planning informatio and
ditioned,
sulting
to
wall
wall
carpet, actual miles. Phone 753-5583 after minutes from M.S.U. By owner. research support. Every Kenfrom the addition of so control. "If government, inGLASTRON 144: Ft. boat, with 50
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARmany new homes.to municipal dustry and consumers cooperheat, water and electricity fur- 5:00p.m.
B.P. electric Johnson, 2 gas
J10( Phone 753-6949.
J14C tuckian deserves the best overBER SHOP, Open 3:00
systems. In some cases they
ate," he says, "perhaps this
nished. 1641 Miller Ave. 753all environment possible."
tanks, ski belt, skiis, Tee Nee
p.m.-10:00 p.m. Tuesday
have stopped granting construemajor national problem can be
1775.
J12C 1963 PONTIAC Tempest, VA
He
added
also
statewide
that
trailer. Three weeks old. Must
SHADED
LARGE
lot in Etaywood
through Friday.
Wit permits until local waste- drastically reduced."
planning
action
programs
inCorvair,
1971
speed.
stick.
4
1962
Sell!! Phone 753-6344.
J13C
Vista
Subdivision
near
Saturday, 11:00-7:00.
treatment plants can be imBEAUTIFUL 7 room house, SL-175 Honda. Priced to sell.
SANTANA BEATS SMITH
Panorama Shores. Water rights volving housing are being en- proved."
Closed Monday.
furnished,
wall
to
wall
carpeting,
Phone 753-2858 after 5:00 p.m.
WEDDING GOWN,size 9. Phone
BASTAAD, Sweden ( UPI)paid, ceptic tank and line in- couraged.
Boy's Haircut, 75c.
Pre-treatment
of
effluent,
2
baths,
central
heat and air, J10C
753-8970 or 753-2822 after 5:00
Wimbledon finalist Stan Smith
stalled. Has been leveled for a
either
at
a
Men's Haircut, $1.00.
local
subdivision
living room with fire-place,
p.m.
J13C
Pasadena, Calif.,
plant, or through use of indi- of
was
HORNBUCKLE'S
BARcarport and patio. For school 1969 MERCURY MONTERY 6 mobile home. Lot number 269.
Financing available. Phone 753vidual in-building systems, he eliminated from the $33,000
BER SHOP
season.
Adults
only.
Phone
753- passenger wagon. Automatic
TWO GARAGE doors,7 foot high,
said, can reduce the septic con- Swedish Open Tennis Cham6734 or 753-2903.
J17C
213 Spruce Street.
9606.
J12C transmission, power steering,
9 foot wide, complete with frame
tent load placed on municipal pionships Friday, bowing to
PHONE 753-7742
factory air, 27,000 miles. A-1
and all hardware, $22.50 each. 1
systems by more than 80 per Manuel Santana of Spain, 6-2, 4BY APPOINTMENT ALSO
TWO
INEXPENSIVEL
BEDROOM
Y
trailer.
YOURS.
Air
190
condition. Phone 436-2199. J1OP
cent. Pre-treatment also can 6, 6-3, 6-1.
garage door, 7 foot high, 8 foot PHONE 753-7142
conditioned. Rent 850 per month.
acres with a large amount of
wide, $18.00 with all hardware. 1
Mandatory
pre-school
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Call 489-2595.
J12C 1962 OLDSMOBILE F85 with permanent pasture and fenced.
barn door, 18 feet 8 inches wide,9
registration of children at the age
0000
0000 0010
Some
WANTED:
marketable
ODD
timber.
JOBS
Good
Phone
ACROSS.
3 Obtained
feet 6 inches tall with track,
DOWN STAIRS efficiency radio, heater and automatic
UM00 0000 OMB
road frontage. Priced only of three is one of the ideas now
AOC apartment, furnished.
4
Teutonic
deity
$17.50. New wood windowts, all 753-9511.
transmission.
Good condition..
being considered by the Ken- 1 Venetian
00000 BMOC=
Near
$23,000.00.
5 Runs aground
magistrates
sizes, $1.50 each. Used windows,
University. Phone 753-6564. J13C Price,$285.00. Phone 753tucky Task Force on Exceptional
6 Pigpens
WILL
baby-sitting
DO
my
in
WISH
UPON
star
a,,
and
buy
this
6
Precipitous
0000
3M 000
9212.
..$1.00 each. King Sales, Lowell
J15C
7 Labels
home.Phone 753-7345.
J10C
shady, hilltop 3 bedroom house at Children.
DOM 00000
0
11 Rumor
US
1Cing, phone 753-3810.
J10C
ROOM FOR man available
The task force, an arm of the 12 Clothesmaker
8 German for
000
03u
000
New
magnificent
Concord.
A
1962
OLDS1110BILE,
Dynamic 88,
immediately,
conditioned.
air
Human
Resources
state
CoorMU
000300
003
Encourage
14
TODDLERS DAY Care Now
9 Spanish article
automatic, good condition, good view of the countryside. Gas heat dinating Commission, is busy 15 Rule
YOU WILL never know what a
MOO MU 0000
open, for children three months Furnished apartments. Zim- tires. May be
to keep you warm in the winter.
10 Vegetable
0000 000000
change will take place till you try
seen at Barrett's
merman
Apartments,
formulating suggestions which 17 Symbol for
S.
16th St.,
years. State approved.
three
to
Owner says to sell for $11,500.00.
11 More unusual
0010000M 00000
tellurium
Blue Lustre on that old carpet.
are being sent to Kentucky's 15
J13C Service Station on South 4th. J12C .TWO
000 0000 M300
Reasonable rates. Experienced 753-6609.
13 Chart again
SMALL adjoining farms
18 Hurried
Rent a new shampooer for $1.00.
forces
regional
for
task
study.
OM3 MMUO 0000
help. Day or week. Phone 7531960 FORD pick-up. Excellent with a total of 105 acres. A spring
19 Walking sticks 16 Finishes
'0
Western Auto, Home of "The
One advantage of such an early 20 Man's
19 Coins
4481.
J1OC ROOM FOR RENT with private body and mechanically. $250.00 fed creek to provide water the
Wishing Well."
entrance. Kitchen priviliges if
J10C
registration
that
be
would
it
nickname
20
Caprtal
28
of
Exploded
Declare
38
firm. Phone 753-6548.
J16P year around for the cattle you can
29 Eats to get
Oregon
possible early 21 Latin
39 Plunge
FURNITURE REFINISHING. desired. Walking distance to
graze on the permanent pasture. would make
thin
conjunction
22 Intertwines
LEAVING STATE, must sell. 15' All work guaranteed. Free pick- campus. Phone 753-1387.
41'Room in
J16C
psychiatric
medical
and
30
Darts
THANKS
CARD
OF
Good
harem
blacktop
road
frontage
Grants
on screening
22
use of .23 Apothecary's
Winner Tiki boat, inboard, out- up and delivery. Free estimate.
1
to detect and plan for 23
31 Urge on
42 Number
Facts
Hwy.
weight(pl.)
732.
owners
sell
want
the
to
board, 80 H.P. Mercruiser Antique or natural finish. Jerry
I would like to thank everyone
32 Puffs up
rlItt LEASE
exceptional children, a member 24 Recommits
44 Printer's
25 Morning prayer 33 Monster
engine, new top, 130 running McCoy _753-3045.
measure
or the kindness shown me during combined farms for only of the task force said.
July16C
26 Vessel's loweSt 26 Pope s yei
35
Fat
46
Note of scale
hours. One year old Lady Kenmy stay in the Baptist Hospital. $11.900.00.
deck
"With knowledge from suet
3
BIG LOT, hillside location, close
4
Al
7 ill9 1111::::.
more portable dish washer.
LOT
Mildred Holley
early screening, a school systerr 27 Performs
to town, city water and gas.
28 Scottish
Large wooded lot, bordering WILL BUSHHOG vacant lots
three
years
in
plan
advent.*
could
FOR LEASE
hillside
Where else but North Hills
Oaks Country Club. Also for rent inside city limits. Reasonable
what special facilities would be 29 Troptcal fruit
WANTED TO KENT
A 10C
Subdivision on old 641 North.
or sale-water front cottage in rates. Phone 753-3798.
needed," the member noted
-6.Ae
(Pl.)
7.::•.•
Large Display Lot
available.
Panorama Shores. Phone 436WANT TO RENT; College Several good lots
"Now the planning is actually one 31 Shut noisily
eV**. 20
:::i:iill
IT'S
waNTED
TO
BUY
about
How
ROT
town!
:VA
in
34
Flower
5899.
ill
professor with wife and one child
..ve.
TFC
year behind the discovered need.
next to Holiday Inn on 641
•
cooling off at the lake? We have
35 Semi-precious 21
••••••• 22
::::::1111
wants nice 3 bedroom house.
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Near New High School,
Brick Home, Like New,
3 Bedrooms, Living Room, Den,
Kitchen, Utility, 2 Baths,
Central heat and air,fenced and
shrubbed, no appointment
necessary.See at 1713 Keenland
Drive.
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Renko Hurls One
Hitter At Giants

Three Team Race
In Women's Softball

it KRAY, KENTUCKY

Compactor Hits Good Lick
In Trash-Thrashi ng Battle

SATURDAY-_jULY 10, 1971

Sermon Topic Given
For Dr. Dodson

Corn Belt Farmers
On Alert This Year
For Another Blight

The womens softball league is
turning into a three team race as A farmer takes just
pride in FlorenCe Parker, UK Extension "The Intentional Will Of God"
the month of July progresses. converting his hayfield
By FRED McMANE
into
sun- home management specialist, will be the sermon topic for Dr
one run with a single and The Acers and
the Carricos are drenched bales lined up for a trip describes it as a special boon to Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., for the
UPI Sports Writer
scored another.
tied for first place with a record to the barn. But his hay haiss rural homemakers who can't morning worship services at 8:45
Steve Ftertio of the Montreal
In other National League of 4 wins and one loss.
Expos celebrated the first
can't hold a candle to the wife's arrange for regular trash pick- and 10:50 on Sunday, July 11, at
games, Pittsburgh routed At- Dexter is
By GROVER BRINKMAN
third with a 4-2 new contraption, programmed to up And she'd like to see this the First United Methodist
monthly anniversary of his first
Central Press Assoctation
lanta 11-2, Cincinnati beat New record. Tau Phi
Lambda is in whomp a whole year's trash into new electrical servant help put Church.
major league one-hitter in
Correspondent
York 6-4, San Francisco defeat- fourth place with
a 2-4 record and 50-odd neat little bundles.
grandiose style Friday night by
No evening service will be held
a stop to the traditional trip to the
URBANA, Ill. - The rapid
ed Los Angeles 7-4, St. Louis Gamma Gamma
Beta Sigma Phi First new major appliance to hollow.
pitching another one.
on Sunday.
spread of southern corn leaf
took a doubleheader from is fifth
with a 0-6 won lost record. turn up in years, the trash ICS probably a close race to
Renko, who one-hitted the San
The Senior-Junior High Youth blight last year might be comHouston 5-2 and 9-5, and San
"The large gap between compactor
Francisco Giants on June 9,
was especially establish who pollutes the groups will meet on Sunday at parable to some ancient plague
Diego beat Chicago twice 1-0 records
tossed a one-hitter -against the
is not indicative of the designed to handle that pile-up of countryside most, the city 6:30 p.m. at the home of Mr. and racing through medieval Eu7-2.
final outcome of this season's tin cans, non-returnable bottles, dweller or his country cousin. For Mrs. James Garrison, 303 Oak- rope. At least, the disease spread
Philadelphia Phillies Friday and
Yankees beat Boston 5-2, race.
like wildfire. This year, all
night as he hurled the Expos to The
There is still a long way to paper cups, boxes, wrappings, ears, both have been guilty of dale Drive.
through the corn belt, there is
Baltimore topped Cleveland 4-1,
go with anything possible," a burnables, unburnables, broken dumping along creek and
a 3-0 victory. The only hit
still a great deal of uncertainDetroit edged Washington 1-0 in league
Renko allowed was a first
spokesman said.
ty as to the current corn crop,
toys,and plastic everything. Mrs. roadside. And it's a rare farm
11 innings, Chicago beat Milnow greening millions of fields.
inning single by Willie Montefamily that doesn't have a hollow
waukee
4-1, Kansas
City
(Continued from Page 1)
At the moment there is no
nez.
gulley
on
its
or
land
marked
as
whipped Minnesota 6-3, and
cure for the disease, but at
"I feel I am learning to pitch
final
resting
the
place
rocket
for
positions,
trash,
a customary least, this year, farmers have
Oakland nipped California in a
now," said Renko, who was a
garbage, and obsolete equip- procedure
under
the
U.S. been warned. Last season the
2-inning marathon in American
first baseman in the minors
ment. This familiar eyesore can "protective reaction" policy. He blight "rode the wind" so fast
League action.
before being converted into a
often be seen from public said, however, the policy has from its home base in Florida
nitcher. "I enjoyed playing first Willie Stargell and Manny
that no warning was possible.
roadways and by other lan- not been abandoned.
Currently, a great deal of rein the minors but it probably Sanguillen drove in four runs
downers in the vicinity. Mrs. The spokesman declined to
cost me some education in apiece at the Pirates boosted
Parker urges periodic hauling of speculate whether a follow-up search is being directed toward
the corn blight by different
pitching. At times I thought I their Eastern Division lead to
trash to the county or city dump strike would be made, but said pathologists. These men as yet
had better stuff but after the eight games over the Mets.
to alleviate further litter and the last time missiles were have found no remedy but at
fourth inning, I had good Stargell connected for his 29th
pollution of this type.
fired at an American plane, on least they can suggest precauhomer
of
season
the
drove
and
control of all three of my
Not a cure-all, the trash May 16, U.S. jets attacked the tions for farmers to follow.
in four runs while Sanguillen
pitches."
compactor poses problems of its missile sites during the next Keeping a close watch by various agencies will eventually lead
Renko retired the last 18 also drove in four runs with SOUTHPORT, England (UPI)
own
when it comes to the final two days.
to development of resistant corn
batters in order in fashioning three hits, including a three-run —Lee Trevino, leading the fairway after scoring 70.
disposal
of
those
solid
U.S.
rectangles
military sources said varieties.
"I don't think I have ever
his one-hitter. He also set up triple.
British Open Golf Championship played
of refuse. But it does compact the guerrillas opened fire with
Until 1970, southern corn leaf
so badly and still hit 70
The Pirates pulled off the
>c(cs=pc-(=-=.=-=1-=-=•-=.=((cc
for the second successive year in my life,—
the 27-year-old trash on a four-to-one ratio, and antiaircraft machine _guns on a blight was considered a major
first triple play in the NL this
after 54 holes, goes into the Englishman
can be so managed as to placate U.S. observation helicopter 18 disease only in the Deep South.
said.
season and also turned in three
final round at Royal Birkdale
most ecology buffs. Hopefully, miles northeast of Pleiku. The But the late summer of 1970
Trevino
and
Jacklin had
double plays.
today with a set plan to win. shared
technology
will come up with helicopter called in gunship changed all that. A combination
the lead a stroke in
George Foster and pitcher
of warm weather, moisture,
"The
secret
ways
of
course
this
to
pulverize
is
the whole mess spport and in the ensuing rapid buildup of a new blight
>c)-=-=0:*=-=-c-r=i•c-=pc.c.oc Wayne Grander hit homers to
front of Lou at the start of the
front
the
and
nine
I
to
arid
aim
play
bury it in sanitary landfills. fighting six Viet Cong were organism called Race .7",
By United Press International pace the Reds' victory as
third round and had Argentiit to save par," the U.S. Open nian Roberto
claimed at least 15 per cent of
American League
de Vicenzo 4nd "Mash the trash, grind the killed.
Cincinnati tagged Tom Seaver titleholder
said after shoot9ng a South
the South Vietnamese troops re- the nation's corn crop in short Whim Ow blight gets through an
African Gary Player garbage, bundle up
East
with his fifth loss of the season. third
order.
round 69 Friday which breathing
oar of corn thorsi isn't much left
down their necks only newspapers." These are good ported they killed 48 CommuW. L Pct. GB Joe Gibbon retired two batters
• • •
gave him a one stroke lead at
management
nist
rules
troops
to
apply
in
to
six
scattered
a stroke further back.
Baltimore
53 31 .631
in the ninth inning to choke off 208
THE CORN blight spread so record the reflected and emitted
-11-under-par.
Boston
But their cracking pace told trash disposal, according to Mrs. battles Friday and today, most fast last year that there was energy in many different fre49 35 .583 4 a Met rally and preserve Ross
"I know I can birdie all those
Parker.
of
them
in the northern litUe chance of warning farm- quencies colors i so the
Detroit
on the latter pair. Although
46 38 .548 7 Grimsley's fifth victory in nine
blight
par five holes on the back nine
New York
39 47 .453 15 decisions.
both managed sub-par rounds, Garbage can decompose and go provinces and in the U Minh ers and seed trade people in the damage can be quickly estimatand
figure
I
chances
my
of
to
back
nature.
corn
Our
Forest
producing
near
paper
the
areas
goods
Southern
where
tip
it
of
ed,
day
by
day.
Cleveland
37 49 .430 17
Player finished with a 71 at 212,
The Giants rallied for six
had never been a problem bewinning are exceptional. My
These ground-air observations
Washington
four strokes back of Trevino can eventually be fed into a the country. Spokesmen said fore.
33 51 .393 20 runs in the ninth inning to
record for the tournament
are now being run and will be
recycling
eight
process,
now
government
being
soldiers
were
West
and
the
happy Latin American
defeat the Dodgers and boost
shows it," Trevino added.
worked on by scientists. Check killed and 19 wounded in U This year is different. A ver- conducted every two weeks until
had a 72 for 213.
W. L. Pet GB their Western Division lead to
itable army of experts and help- mid-September. If the blight reTrevino
said
that
although
he
your
community
for Minh and 27 guerrillas died.
Oakland
era are being brought in to help turns, the aerial cameras will
55 29 .655 ... six games. A two-run double by
Player also went out for
was
11
under
had
he
taken
11
organization
s that
collect There also was small-scale check the malignancy. One big catch it at once. Already 20
Kansas City
more practice complaining that
43 39 .52411 Willie McCovey and a two-run
bogeys in the tournament and
Minnesota
he was "duck-hooking" the ball newspapers and magazines, and fighting around the Cambodian factor in the fight is use of a Illinois counties confirm blight
39 46 .459 161
/
2 single by Dick Dietz highlighted
nearly all of them were on the
you may be able to arrange for a town of ICrek, 75 miles east of high altitude "spy type" airplane infestation.
California
40 49 .449 17/
too much.
1
2 the rally and handed the
front nine holes.
periodic pick-up.
Farmers are urged to send
Phnom Penh, between South for detection of blight infested
Milwaukee
36 46 .439 18 Dodgers their fifth successive
Surprise rounds of the day
fields. Flying at 60,000 feet, and immediately for a copy of the
"But remember this," the
If
you
don't
Vietnamese
have
either
Rangers
and
ComChicago
36 46 .439 18 loss.
came from rising 23-year-old
using color infrared film, the booklet, "Corn Leaf Blight Fac"Super-Mex" said. "I was
Friday's Results
all-seeing eye of a special cam- tors in 1971," the work prodSteve Canton's five-hit pitchEnglishman Peter Oosterhuis, disposal or garbage pick-up, you munist troops.
playing
them
too
boldly
use
can
hoping
the
trash
masher—just
The Saigon troops said one era maps the terrain below with uct of the two
Kansas City 6 Minnesota 3
who posted a course record 66
ing enabled the Cardinals to
USDA task
to get birdies before."
Chicago 4 Milwaukee 1
forces. Single copies of the book
win the first game and Julian
to finish at 213, and American- hold the ration to less than 2 to 1, Ranger was wounded in a uncanny detail.
The
greatest
threat
The
two
to
parts
Treviwet
garbage
Department
Communist
to
one
of
part
shelling
are
South
of
available
Agriculfree
from Corn
Baltimore 4 Cleveland 1
Javier's hitting paced the Cards
born British citizen Craig
ture has established a co-oper- Blight Information Center, Ofno, bidding for his third title in
Detroit 1 Washington 0
to a victory in the second game
Defoyp whose 68 placed him dry items. Aerosol cans are a no- Viet amese infantry and armor ative National
Federal-State fice of Information, U.S. Deour weeks, comes from star
w, unless you're sure they held positions north of Svay Ftieng,
New York 5 Boston 2
of their doubleheader with
level with Player at 212.
Information Center on Corn partment of Agriculture, WashAsian golfer Liang Huan Lu
something
non-hazardou
in
Parrot's
the
s,
like
Beak
area.
Oakland 1 Calif 0, 20 inns
Houston. Javier drove in four
Blight. The center will co-ordin- ington, D.C. 20250. In the bookTitleholder Jack Nicklaus
and Britain's Tony Jacklin,
Today's Probable Pitchers
ate all blight information re- let, farmers are told of things
runs with a pair of triples in
began the day three strokes off shaving or whipped cream.
both
stroke
one
behind.
this
does
How
new
appliance
ceived each day, and make it they can do to stop the blight
California (Messersmith 7-8) the second game. Doug Rader
the pace but a 72 put him back
work? You turn the safety key,
available to farmers in the
Oakland (Hunter 11-7).
and Jim Wynn homered for The three had a neck and in the pack with 214.
event of a major outbreak withneck struggle throughout the
open the drawer, dump in your
Kansas City (Dal Canton 8-3) Houston in the nightcap.
"If
I
shoot
great
round
a
in the next few months.
third round with first one and
trash, close the drawer, and turn
at Minnesota (Blyleven 1-11).
FREES CHILD+KILLER
Dave Roberts and Bob Miller
• • •
Saturday, I guess I can still win
July 7, 1971
Milwaukee (Lockwood 54) at stopped the Cube on five hits in then the other taking the lead it," he said. "I've been playing it on. In one minute, the waste is
FLYING out of Scott Air
ADULTS
100
throughout
compacted under 2,000 pounds of
the day.
ROME (UPII—A magistrate
Chicago (Bradley 8-7).
the first game and Nate Colbert
Force Base near Belleville, Ill.,
great golf but I just can't get
pressure, and held in a NURSERY 5
Huston (Siebert 12-4) at New drove in four runs in the second La, from Taiwan, is playing any putts in."
the huge spy plane can map ruled Friday that a young
in only his second open and is a
polyethelene-lined and silicome
vast areas of corn country each father who hurled his deformed
York (Bahnsen 8-6).
game as the Padres swept a
NEWBORN ADMISSION
great favorite with the gallery. "Let whoever thinks that coated bag. The container is
day. The technocracy of color infant son into the Tiber River
Detroit ( Lolich
13-6) at doubleheader. A triple by Ivan
come out and then play it
Baby Boy Cooper (Mrs. Nancy infra-red film gives a picture to drown was
innocent of
Washington (McLQAIN % + Murrell and a sacrifice fly by He believes he can win with a himself," the 31-year-old "Gol- moisture resistant and very
that is easily interpreted by the murder
Cooper), 207 N. 17th, Murray.
"little
luck".
tough.
because the man felt he
NIGHT.
Ed Spiezio gave the Astros
den
Bear"
said.
ground crews. This air and
DISMISSALS
"I do my best, I can win, I
You can get up to a week's
was acting for the child's good.
Cleveland ( Paul 0-0 and their only run in the fifthmning
" know,"
Sixty-four players with scores
ground
he said after firing a 69
trash in one bag, at which point Mrs. Mary Ann Rabin, 804 Blight study Is called "Corn
In a carefully worded verdict,
Lamb 5-5) at Baltimore (Bos- of the first game. Col
Watch,"
of 224 or better qualified for the
jointly
hit to stay
carried
up with the leaders.
you take the bag out and seal it. College Ct., Murray, Nalclie Lee
Magistrate Francesco Amato
well 1-1 and Jackson 2-2), 2, his 19th homer with two men
final day's play and they
Jacklin, winner in 1969 and
You can put it outside overnight Washburn, Rt. 6, Murray, Miss out by the U.S. Department of said the father, Livio award,
twi-night.
aboard
and
tripled
home last
year's U.S. Open victor, included 35 overseas competi- without a garbage can. The rain Rebecca Faye Henderson, Rt. 1, Agriculture and the National was temporarily insane when
another run in the nightcap.
tors.
went an hour on the practice
won't soak it, your dog will be Hardin, Mrs. Johnnie Marie Aeronautics and Space Admini- he threw 23-year-old Ivano
Sunday's Games
The
Americans
include baffled, your trash man will be Crass, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. stration.
Davani off a bridge last Aug.
California at Oakland, 2
This air-ground
Charles Coody, who shot a 70
delighted. In rural areas, you can Maydelle Jackson Taylor, Rt. 2, ject will include research pro- 27.
Kansas City at Minnesota, 2
and is at 215, Bert Yancey, 71,
approximatel
y
Hazel, Mrs. Minnie Adkins, Rt. 4, 210 selected
A simple insanity verdict
Milwaukee at Chicago, 2
areas in Indiana,
and Dave Stockton, 68, who are accumulate the bundles in your Murray, Mrs. Beulah
Fielder,
garbage
Ohio,
to
cans
await
a
trip
Illinois,
to
Missouri,
Oev at Balt, 2, twinight
Iowa, would have meant Davani must
at 216 and Billy Casper, who
601 Ellis Dr., Murray, Elms Minnesota, Michigan and Ne- spend at
the dump.
Detroit at Washington
least 10 years in a
carded a 75 and is at 217.
Mason Wilson, 506 S.6th, Murray, braska. Each one of these check- hospital for
two-thirds
the
About
size
of
a
Boston at New York
the criminally
Three others under par at 218
sites
is
about
a
mile
in
Vernon
width
Sutbblefield,
Sr., 702
dishwasher,
the appliance
Insane. Arnato ordered Davani
and eight miles in length.
FRANKFORT, Ky.— of lifeguarding is being alert and are last year's runner-up Doug
National League
requires no special wiring or Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Martha
released because he said there
• • •
Lifeguards at Kentucky's state prepared for any situation. Much Sanders, John Miller and Howie
East
plumbing. If you don't tuck it Stevenson Carter, 711 Olive St.,
BESIDES the infrared film, an was no intent to commit a
Johnson.
W. L. Pct. GB parks have been in for a surprise more than physical strength is
Murray.
away under a kitchen counter,
optical mechanical scanner will crime.
while preparing for the 1971 involved in life-saving."
Pittsburgh
56 31 .644
it's suitable for other locations
New York
46 37 .554 8 summer swimming season.
The program focuses on the
such as back hallway, garage, or
The surprise has come in the causes of accidents, beach rules
Chicago
45 40 .529 10
laundryroom, says Mrs. Parker.
shapely package of Karen and regulations, lifeguard
St. Louis
44 42 512½.
From The
Koshewa,
Philadelphia
a
23-year-old
equipment
36 50 .419 191
and techniques and
/
2
Louisvillian, who has charge of first-aid procedures.
Montreal
34 51 .403 21
conducting training programs for Life-saving skills are reviewed
West
W. L Pct. wgi the 200 lifeguards manning the on land and then executed in the By United Press Internationalk
San Francisco 54 34 .614 ... state park beaches and pools.
water, with the lifeguards taking NEW YORK —Fred Robbins,
Los Angeles
"Laughs, looks of surprise and turns as rescuers and victims. delivering the eulogy at the
48 40 .545 6
Houston
43 42 .506 10/
1
2 varied exclamations are usually Asked how she feels about funeral of Louis "Satchmo"
MAYFIELD, Ky., July 9 —
Atlanta
44 47 .484 111
/
2 the first reactions of the being the first woman to conduct Armstrong:
Cincinnati
38 51 .427 16/
1
2 lifeguards—the majority of them the sessions, the former "Move over, Gabriel, here Ralph P. Mason, 51, a heavy
Nuipment operator for the KenSan Diego
32 55 .368 211
of
/
2 towering males—to my con- University
Louisville comes Satchrno. The saints are
tucky highway department, died
ducting the clinics," said Karen, cheerleader said she's been marching in."
Friday's Results
at 8:30 a.m. today when the
a swimming specialist and having lots of fun.
Montreal 3 Philadelphia 0
assistant director of recreation "I'm always a little nervous WASHINGTON —Sen. Wil- grader he was driving slid down
Pittsburgh 11 Atlanta 2
a 20-foot embankment and overwith the Parks Department.
St. Louis 5 Houston 2 (1st)
before beginning the training liam Proxmire, D-Wis., saying turned.
"Most of the guards aren't programs, though. The guards President Nixon wants to help
St. Louis 9 Houston 5 (aid)
Mr. Mason, Mayfield Rt. 5,
expecting a female instructor, are usually much bigger than I, Lockheed Aircraft because of a
Cincinnati 8 New York 4
traveling on Meridian Road
was
especially when she's much and there are a lot of them.
San Diego 1 Chicago 0 (1st)
desire to carry California in
.8 mile north of Highway 440
smaller than they," the pretty "Of course I love swimming, next year's election:
San Diego 7 Chicago 2 (hid)
when the accident occurred, acSan Francisco 7 Los Angeles 4 brunette added.
and through the programs I'm "It is a fact of life that, cording to a highway depart"And because of the dif- getting to do what I like best," California is the most irnpor ment spokesman.
ferences in size, I don't try to she said. Karen has been a tent state in the 1972
Today's Probable Pitchers
Mr. Mason is survived by his
election."
Chicago (Jenkins 12-8) at San compete physically with the swimmer since the age of 7 and a
wife, Mrs. Orva Mason; a son,
guards." The lifeguarding water safety instructor for the SPACE CENTER, Houston — James William Mason of the
Diego (Norman 0-3).
San Francisco (Perry 6-8) at sessions are approached from a past five years. She also A
space
scientists, Scott home; a daughter, Mrs. Ronald
Los Angeles (Sutton 9-8), night. technical, professional level— Illeguarded for six years.
Simkinson, recommending that Jarvis of Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. Denvood Carver and
New York (Ryan 8-5) at focusing primarily on accident "When I first tried swimming astronauts
wear
spacesuits
Cincinnati (Cloninger 3 - 5). prevention rather than rescue though, I didn't enjoy it at all," while jettinsoning their lunar Mrs. Neal Collier, both of
Graves County, and Mrs. H. B.
performance, she said.
night
she said. "1 had to take my lender:
Paducah, and two
Houston (Billingham 4-8) at Sponsored by the Kentucky beginners swimming course five "It doesn't take anything Gibbons of
grandchildren
.
Parks
Department, the training times to pass my first swimming away from their safety to be
lit. Louis (Cleveland 7-8), night.
Funeral services will be held
suited at that time and it may
Atlanta (Niekro 9-7) at clinics are to guard against the test."
at 2 p.m. Sunday at Clarks River
occurrence of drownings and
add a little bit."
Pittsburgh (Blass 10-4).
Baptist Church with the Rev.
accidents
LEG
to
WATCHING
out-of-state and
Montreal (Stoneman 10-8 and
Herman Luter and the Rev.
MARCELL
Kentucky
HONORED
vacationers.
CHICAGO (UPI) —Patricia
Strohrnayer 2-1) at Philadelphia
Sandy Rogers officiating. Burial
( Wise 8-7 and Fryman 3-3), 2, Through the program guards O'Connor is spending a few SAN FRANCISCO •( UP4-i — will be in the church cemetery.
are made aware of the respon- weeks on a job any man would Willie Stargell, Pittsburgh pirtwi-night
Friends may call at Byrn Fusibility and maturity involved in love to have —looking at the ate outfielder, turned in his neral Home.
lifeguarding the 3000 to 4000 legs of 230 Eastern Airlines second 11-homer month and
Sunday's Games
was named Friday the National WADE DEFEATS DAL'IoN
weekend visitors which frequent stewardesses.
New York at Cincinnati, 2
NEWPORT, Wales ( UPI)—
Kentucky's beaches and pools. The object of the exercise is IRgue Player of the Month
Chicago at San Diego, 2
"I try to teach the guards to determine whether the girls' A panel of 60 baseball writers Britain's Virginia Wade capMontreal at Philadelphia
things they don't learn just from legs are suited to making and broadcasters also named tured the 219,200 Welsh Open
Atlanta at Pittsburgh
being
good swimmers." Karen hotpants an optional part of the Stargell April's player after he Tennis Championship Friday by
Houston at Si. Louis
set a record for the month t)v beating Judy Tegart Dalton of
San Francisco at Los Angeles said. "The most important part Eastern uniform.
Australia. 6-3. 6-4.
walloping 11 homers.
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